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The growth of social networking has been dramatic, and the applications are quickly finding 
their way into healthcare organizations. Is your organization participating in the conversations?

This new book provides an overview of the social media tools healthcare organizations are using
to connect, communicate, and collaborate with their patients, physicians, staff, vendors, media,
and the community. It describes the major social media applications and reviews their benefits,
uses, limitations, risks, and costs. It also provides tips for creating a social media strategy based
on your organization’s specific needs and resources.

Real-world examples illustrate how social media can improve efficiency, effectiveness, 
and marketing in your healthcare organization.

Examples discussed include:
• Launching a website using avatars that allow patients to virtually experience a medical 

procedure or navigate a hospital’s ward
• Creating a weblog to communicate performance improvement initiatives, community 

health events, information on patient support groups, and other news
• Establishing Facebook pages for specific diseases or conditions to build a community 

of patients facing similar challenges

A book companion website is available. The site includes examples of best practices from 
healthcare organizations that have successfully begun using social media tools and a list 
of links to resources for readers who would like additional information.
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“This book is a gem for healthcare executives who are confused about when 
to use blogs, tweets, feeds, and other social media tools. It facilitates an easy way 
to launch into uncharted but essential territory for your healthcare organization.”

─ Connie Evashwick, ScD, FACHE, 
Professor of Healthcare Marketing, School of Public Health, 

Saint Louis University


